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About This Game

You're pitted against Dr. Pyrus Goldfire. He's found a way to replicate pure gold, which he's using to fund his maniacal plan.
Goldfire has built six highly-secure, futuristic locations where his creations are being hatched. It's up to you to penetrate his

security and stop him at all costs.

"Blake Stone...isn't simply Son of Wolfenstein...it's a wish list fulfilled, enhancing the Wolfenstein canon with many sensible
tweaks and some new tricks that'll make your jaw drop." - Electronic Entertainment

Features

Break and Take: Crates can be blown apart to reveal weapons and other goodies, such as gold, money, food and ammo.

Break a leg. Theirs.: Over 20 unique and adaptive actors, including guards, aliens, mutants and pods.

Inside Intel: Interactive informants give you clues and hints.

Future Soldier: Five futuristic weapons - from a silent shotgun to an explosive grenade launcher.

See Earth: A stagerring 66 levels, including two secret levels per episode.

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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The game was enjoyable. It felt a bit short to me.. The game is pretty fun with a lot of cool concepts, it just need more polish to
feel like an actual game rather than something that was cooked up by a guy one weekend in his moms basement. As for whether
or not its currently worth it, it really depends how much disposable income you have. For me im not dissapointed in the
development pace, but if you are a starving college student etc i can see how it would not be worth it for you to purchase this
right now.. Saw this on Magikarp's vid.Decided to play.Got 6 hours in.

Its worth it.. After reading some reviews, I was wary. I could understand some of the points others were making and I went into
the game worried about gameplay, graphics, and story; but I pleasently surprised.

There were a few bugs here and there, but it looks like the developer is taking care of them as they find them. This would
explain not encountering some of the bugs others had previously mentioned. As time goes on, I am sure there will be little to
none to speak of.

The graphics, although not up to the quality of some of the larger titles, has character and style. It was actually an enjoyable
break from the drab color-palatte of larger games. And since this game is tagged as both indie and casual, I am to take into
assumption that it isn't meant to rival a heavy-budgetted game and just live up to what it wants to be; fun. Intent aside, the rooms
are fun and visually enjoyable, the characaters are amusing to watch, and the resolution seemed fine for whatever screen I
played on.

The gameplay was simple, a point and click combination puzzle game that didn't have me frustrated by level 2 by some overly-
complicated design. Even further in, the difficulty was raised, but feasable. The complexity came into the 'secret scares' which
would be the achievements for this game.

The story felt a bit loose, but the quick cutscenes between the worlds as well as blurbs from stuffed animals\/gargoyles\/tutorial-
like house narration helped keep you tethered to the story and who was involved. I didn't feel like it was a visual narration of
one of Neil's books, which I can only assume others felt dissapointed by. All in all, the focus was more on the fun gameplay than
bogging the player down with too much story.

As a over-all whole, I enjoyed the game. I even spent time trying to get all the secret scares, some of which took me a while to
get, and some yet elude me.

TL;DR : It's a fun casual puzzle game with some character with a bonus of Neil Gaiman's narration.. Final part of Enigmatis
Trilogy. This one was nice. I liked puzzles mechanics BUT I think there weren't many minigames compared to other parts. Here
you had more interactions with objects you were using. It reminded me of The Room series.

Also Hidden Objects scenes were harder than usual. Sometimes I had to click it randomly to pass it without hint (cuz wanted to
get achievement)
I'm also SUPER HAPPY that I didn't need to play the game again to get 100% achievements. I mean, I didn't have to do connect
pairs thing when I finished HO scenes (like it was necessarily in previous parts).

The only issue I had were with cut scenes. Sometimes they lagged. Or between scenes there was black screen for longer time
(few seconds but at some point you might thought "will this run again or not").. Where did the days go? the days where you
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could market a game about killing yourself to a young audience... this is a true classic with a really soild environment and story,
it satires itself in a cheesy american way but still manages to keep its charm.
Dicky camera but i can forgive it as its a port

overall, worth full price.... Really fun good old point and click game brought to this century. Enjoyed the humor and the art style
and the puzzles a lot. I think the only negative side is that the game is a bit short for the 30€ price. Still would recommend for
the point&click and Larry fans (especially if you manage to get it a bit cheaper).. Very nice blockout-like game.

The presentation is good.
Controls are not always doing exactly what I hope for, but I'm not sure how it can be tweaked to be better. I'm adapting my way
to interact according to it, and it's well good enough to be enjoyable.

I like stacking cubes, and feel the urge to launch it again while writing this… that's the main bad news.
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Fun lil' game.
Pretty easy, even on hard. In fact I don't think I even died once. Battery and food (healing) are plentiful. Scares are fairly light
overall (hard to do pulse-pounding horror in 16 bit!).
But what really sold it to me was the way the story was fed to you over time, and the game was absolutely drenched in the B-
movie slasher 80's style they were going for and it was a roaring success.
There's even touches of humour scattered throughout. Nothing side-splitting, but it brought out a wry smile from time to time.
Only encountered one bug - a crash to desktop which set me back a little bit but nothing major. Either way there's a solid 3-4
hours of gaming here.
Enjoy!. A beautiful game with a great amount of potential. You can tell this means a lot to someone. Mars and the moon look
spectacular. The movement well thought out and executed elegantly. I look forward to seeing this game grow.. Space Garden is
cute & addictive. It's great way to waste some time if you want to play something but you don't want to pay that much attention.
However, it's pretty short. I got over half the achievements in 2 hours of playtime. With that being said, it's worth the small
price I paid for it. (I got it on sale.). I sent a giraffe into orbit
other than that, this game doesn't have much going for it.
It's a nice concept, fun for a few minutes, but the lack of content makes the game go steril quite quickly.
4\/10 <3. This is a real time strategy-survival building game... The concept is good but it need some polishing because is still in
early stages of development... :)
It is a strategy game like CoC in Android phones but quite different... here uneed to build houses in order to make the villagers
live else they will die before u can settle in house and u lose the game...
Looking forward to its Alpha release... :). i dunno it looks like a half finished nes game why did i even buy this
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